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Abstract

A covert communications network (CCN) is a connected, overlay peer-to-peer network used to support com-
munications within a group in which the survival of the group depends on both anonymity of communications,
and concealment of network membership to both other members of the group and external eavesdroppers. These
requirements are much more stringent than for typical privacy and anonymity systems. Network membership
is protected through strict topology management in order to limit each participant’s knowledge of the network
addresses (IP address, email, etc.) of other participants. Gunther-Hartnell ’clique’ graphs, Clk, are topologies built
by sparsely connecting cliques of order k. In this paper, we examine the application of these topologies for use
in covert communication networks. We propose a logical address mechanism for that, when combined with a
basic anonymity protocol, provide a degree of membership concealment. We describe how these topologies can be
constructed in a distributed manner on an arbitrary number of nodes and how routing can be conducted in these
topologies in constant time.

1The opinions in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the U.S. Military Academy or the U.S.
Army.



I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet is a great conduit for the promulgation of freedom of speech and protection against
censorship. For many people, the Internet has provided a vehicle through which they can communicate,
connect, organize and support one another. However, consider the case in which some oppressed minority,
suffering at the hands of an authoritative regime due to political, religious or cultural differences. In this
situation, the group of participants needs to communicate with each other in the presence of a powerful
adversary.

Traditional means of Internet communications, such as email and instant messaging, would not be
protected. Though encrypted traffic would provide privacy, the adversary could easily identify those
communicating with known dissidents. The group could use anonymous communications systems, which
provide message anonymity. Using such systems, the adversary would be unable able to tell (1) the contents
of the message; (2) the origin of the message; or (3) the destination of the message. Such systems satisfy
privacy requirements through cryptography and provide unlinkability between messages and participants
[1–5]. This would provide some level of protection. However, if the authorities are able to affiliate the
use of the anonymity system with activity identified as subversive, simply participating in the network
may be sufficient to place participants at risk.

Membership concealment, orthogonal to both encryption and anonymity, ensures that any eavesdropper
(either internal or external to the overlay network) will have low probability of identifying participants in
the overlay network [6]. If the adversary can correlate a network address, such as an IP or email address, to
a real-world identity, then membership concealment is compromised whenever the given network address
is linked to the anonymity network.

In many anonymity networks, such as Tor, the anonymity service access points, typically the ingress
nodes into the anonymous network, are publicly listed [4]. These ingress nodes (and egress nodes as
well, for that matter) can be easily monitored by the adversary, and the attempt to establish anonymous
communication is, therefore, not hidden. Thus, if a user (identified by their network address) is monitored
attempting to connect to an anonymity network, then the user will not be protected from suspicion by
the ISP or other powerful observing agent if participating in such a network is sufficient to expose the
participant. In such cases, membership concealment becomes critical.

As such, the communication network used by the aforementioned group has four criteria. First, the
communication has to be confidential; that is, the communication is protected against any adversary reading
the contents of the message. Second, the communication has to be anonymous; that is, the adversary shall
not identify who among the participants talks to whom. Third, the network participation must be concealed;
that is, the adversary shall not be able to identify whether a particular individual is a participant in the
network. Finally, the network must be resilient against disconnection; that is, it must remain connected
even if the adversary is able to subvert a participating node.

A covert communications network (CCN) is a connected, overlay peer-to-peer (P2P) network being used
to support communications within a group in which the survival of the group depends on confidentiality
and anonymity for communications, concealment of participation in the network to both other members
of the group and external eavesdroppers, and resilience against disconnection. Such networks include
traditional privacy preserving scenarios, clandestine networks, sensor networks deployed in adversarial
environments, and many others. In this paper, we describe an implementation of such a system using the
‘clique’ topologies described by Georg Gunther and Bert Hartnell in [7–9]. We first discuss work related
to our implementation and describe the general characteristics and structure of covert communication
networks. Then, we focus on the specific implementation of a covert communication network using the
Gunther-Hartnell (GH) ‘clique’ topology: how such a topology can be created; membership management
within the strict topological constraints of a CCN; and routing in both complete and incomplete GH
‘clique’ topologies.



II. RELATED WORK

Anonymity networks have been studied and deployed for many years. These networks are primarily built
from the foundational ideas of David Chaum and are usually classified as either mix-style networks or
DC-networks [1, 2]. Mix networks, such as Tor, Babel, and Mixminion, provide anonymity by forwarding
a message through a chain of mixes, each of which will strip out the source information and replace it with
its own, and then forward the message to the next mix in the chain [10–12]. Since the eavesdropper cannot
infer the sender from the information in the packet, the anonymity set becomes the set of participants in
the mix network. Each mix in the chain cannot know if it is receiving the message from the source or
from another mix. Thus, sender anonymity is supplied. Likewise, if the current mix does not know if it
is forwarding the message to another mix or to the message’s final recipient, then receiver anonymity is
supplied. Mixes often use batching and timing modifications as additional anti-correlation measures.

In DC-networks, such as Herbivore or Xor-Trees [13–15], messages are broadcast to all members, but
privacy is provided by the sharing of unique keys between pairs of members and anonymity is provided
by all members sending noise traffic when they have no message traffic. An observing party is, thus,
unable to distinguish legitimate traffic from noise traffic or who is communicating with whom.

Membership concealment makes it impossible (or, at least, very unlikely) for third-party nodes, or
members inside the network to determine if a particular node participates in the communications of the
network. Concealment with respect to other members of the network can be achieved where: (1) unlinka-
bility and anonymity are provided through message forwarding; (2) trust relationships are minimized; and
(3) network identities are replaced whenever possible with pseudonyms [6]. Concealment with respect to
third-party nodes is provided by making the communication packets as indistinguishable as possible for all
other network traffic; such as maintaining a low traffic footprint by using point-to-point communication,
and using common protocols that makes the traffic harder to distinguish.

In membership concealment overlay networks (MCONs), Vasserman et al. restrict connections to those
that already exist through personal relationships [6]. The benefit of this approach is that the network
promiscuity for each participant never increases above what the participant already knows ”out-of-band”.
The downside of this construction approach is that the resulting network is not resilient against subversion
and can easily become disconnected under our threat model.

An approach to measuring the suitability of different topologies is addressed in [16]. This measure,
called subversion impedance, is highest for topologies that minimize neighborhood order while provid-

Fig. 1. Example CCN



ing resilience against network partitioning. Approaches to implementing topologies with relatively high
subversion impedance is discussed in [17].

III. THE COVERT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (CCN)
A CCN is realized as a peer-to-peer overlay network. As in many types of anonymity networks, traffic

is routed from a source node to a destination node by relying on intermediate nodes to forward traffic
through the network. Thus, each participant also acts as a router within the network. Two participants are
neighbors in the CCN when they are directly connected to each other in the overlay topology with no
intermediate nodes between them. When a node receives data, it replaces the network address (e.g., IP
address) associated with the data, with its own network address and forwards the data to the next neighbor
along the route to the destination. Thus, for each message, we have a source node, a destination node,
and zero or more intermediate nodes that forward the message in a way as to delink the sender and the
receiver.

Most, if not all, of the research conducted on CCNs and similar networks has focused on network
topology [6–9, 16–18]. The idea behind these topologies is to minimize the damage done by the subversion
of a node. Gunther and Hartnell [7–9] examined network topologies that either maximize the number of
survivors in the event of the deletion of a closed neighborhood of nodes; or are resilient (i.e., remain
connected) from multiple subversions. In the first case, they found various tree structures optimal, and
in the second, they demonstrated a construction for k-neighbor-connected graphs - that is, graphs that
remain connected from the removal of k closed neighborhoods of nodes.

A. Communication Between Neighbors.
Figure 1 shows an example of a simple CCN with ten participants, five of which are identified by

name. In this CCN topology, Alice and Bob are neighbors within the overlay network. Thus, Bob has
knowledge of Alice’s network address. Bob is, however, unaware of the network addresses of any other
nodes that are neighbors with Alice. If Bob receives a message from Alice then either Alice is the source
of the message, or Alice is forwarding the message from another source, preserving anonymity. Also,
either Bob is the recipient of the message, or Bob must forward the message to his neighbor that is closer
to the message’s destination.

Though they are topological neighbors, the path between Alice and Bob in Figure 1 consists of multiple
hops between devices, including switches, routers, firewalls, etc. For single hops within the CCN, some
traditional form of network address is used. This could be an IP address, an email address, or something
similar that is meaningful within the context of the Internet, and thus, often translatable into a real-
world identity. Participants in a CCN cannot be known and identified by other participants by the address
assigned to them by their Internet Service Provided (ISP), such as their IP address, because it can be
correlated to their real-world identity. Thus, we must use another means of addressing within CCN.

To preserve anonymity, logical addresses are used for end-to-end communication. Logical addresses
provide an anonymous means for members of the network to identify each other without revealing their
real-world identities. Logical addresses are numerical values associated with their location within the CCN
overlay topology, are only meaningful within the context of the overlay network and are not correlated
with the traditional network address nor the participant’s real-world identity. Thus, logical addresses allow
the CCN to distributively manage the network topology of the CCN while providing node identifiers
(pseudonyms) for end-to-end communication.

B. CCN Cryptography.
All traffic within the CCN is encrypted. Encryption occurs at two levels. First, we have end-to-end

cryptography where the source encrypts the payload so that it is only readable by the destination. Second,
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Fig. 2. Gunther-Hartnell construction, Cl3.

we have hop-level cryptography, where a node along the route encrypts the data packet so that it is only
readable by the next node along the route.

End-to-end cryptography provides message privacy; neither an outside nor inside observer can read the
end-to-end traffic. Hop-level cryptography protects hop-level data from being read by an outside observer,
and protects against correlating the message as it travels across the network.

CCNs can use either symmetric or asymmetric cryptography. Asymmetric cryptography is used for
encrypting and decrypting delay-tolerant traffic and for exchanging symmetric keys. Similar to other In-
ternet protocols such as transport layer security (TLS), symmetric cryptography is necessary for encrypted
low-latency communication.

IV. GUNTHER-HARTNELL TOPOLOGIES

Gunther proposed a threat model that leads to so-called neighborhood failures, that is the subversion of
a single node within the network compromises all nodes ’known’ to the subverted node (i.e., its topological
neighbors) [7–9].

If an adversary successfully attacks a node, the node is subverted. This node might be subverted in a
variety of ways: the participant could betray the group and switch to the side of the adversary; similarly, the
adversary could successfully infect the node in a way that allows him to monitor communications across
this node; finally, the adversary could infiltrate the network by successfully joining. In all of these cases,
neighbors of the betrayed node are considered compromised because their owners might be identified by
their network identity, which are known to the subverted node. Thus, we consider the impact on topologies
from the removal of, not only the subverted node, but the entire closed neighborhood.

A good covert communications network topology restricts the participants’ network promiscuity; that is,
the number of other network participants that have knowledge of his network identity (e.g., IP address).
A participant’s membership concealment is inversely proportional to their network promiscuity. The more
participants that have knowledge of their network identity, the higher the probability that an adversarial
node gains knowledge of their network identity and can, thus, correlate his network identity to his real-
world identity.

Gunther and Hartnell describe an ideal CCN topology construction in [7–9]. The authors refer to these
topologies as ’clique’ graphs, Clk, which are built by connecting k + 1 cliques each of order k ∈ N.
’Clique’ graphs, Clk, are constructed with k + 1 cliques in which each of the k nodes within a given
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Fig. 3. GH topology construction, Cl4.

clique is also connected to a node within a different, unique clique. We focus on the implementation
Clk topologies within CCNs and will refer to Gunther-Hartnell ’clique’ graphs as Gunther-Hartnell (GH)
topologies to avoid confusion with cliques, Kk.

A. Network Resilience
Covert communication networks must be connected in order to enable communications from any pair

of nodes. They must also be as sparsely connected as possible in order to minimize network promiscuity.
The particular threat model that we encounter here (where the elimination of any node shuts down all
neighbor nodes as well) calls for a network that is so-called k-neighbor-connected [9].

Naturally, there is a trade-off with respect to resilience. This trade-off is discussed in-depth in [16].
A sparsely connected graph could be achieved by a tree topology. A tree topology will, at best, become
partitioned after a single subversion, but some trees will minimize the number of nodes compromised. On
the other hand, a more resilient graph is more highly connected and, thus, will have a larger number of
nodes compromised. The balance between the two competing factors or network promiscuity and network
resilience is based on requirements of the organization utilizing a covert communication network.

Gunther-Hartnell graphs are highly resilient against multiple subversions. In fact, Gunther demonstrated
that these graphs are k-neighbor-connected, when the order n = k2 + k; that is, the removal of any k− 1
closed neighborhoods will not disconnect the graph nor leave only a single clique [8].

An example of a GH graph is the cycle on six nodes, C6, constructed by joining three cliques of two
nodes each. Thus, Cl2 has 6 = 22 + 2 nodes . In contrast, Figure 2 shows the GH construction, Cl3, on
12 = 32 +3 nodes. This graph consists of four cliques with three nodes each. The GH construction, Cl4,
shown in Figure 3 has 20 = 42 +4 nodes consisting of five cliques with four nodes each. Also, it is easy
to see that for all Clk with k > 0 the distance between any two nodes is, at most, three (one hop within
the source node’s clique, one hop to the destination clique, and one hop within the destination clique).

B. The Extended GH Topology Construction
The examples above are of full GH topologies in that they are constructed on k2 + k nodes. When

n 6= k2+ k, we denote those networks as partial GH topologies. In [16], the authors showed that full GH
topologies are optimal topologies for covert communications networks. Of course, a peer-to-peer overlay
network will grow by adding a single node at a time. So, not only do we need a construction that results
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Fig. 4. Gunther-Hartnell construction, Cl3 + 4.

in the specific Cl1, Cl2, Cl3, ... topologies that we seek to build for n = 2, 6, 12, ..., we also need to a
resilient topology when the number or participants is arbitrarily large (e.g., 6 < n < 12). When n = k2+k,
the topology needs to match Clk and due to the requirement to limit network promiscuity at no point can
we reconstruct the topology by dissolving links. Thus from Clk−1, we grow the topology in a recursive
manner by adding one node at a time along with its associated links in a way that generates Clk when
the (k2 + k)th node joins the network. We label this construction algorithm the extended GH topology
construction.

The key to the extended GH topology construction is determining when to start a new clique. Given
that a GH topology is optimal when n = k2 + k for each k ∈ N, we can either start a new clique when
the next node joins or add another node to each existing clique before starting a new clique. Notice that
in each case, k corresponds to both the number of nodes in each clique and the number of neighbors
(degree) of each node in the network. Furthermore, each node is connected to all nodes within the same
clique but only to a single node in an external clique.

In the first case, since each node within a clique is already connected to a node in an external clique,
the lone node in the new clique has no external clique with which to connect. Thus, we must use the
second case and add an additional node to each existing clique first. Each of these nodes are connected
to all nodes within their clique but are not connected to a node in an external clique. Thus, when the new
clique is started, the single node in the new clique can connect to the available node in the first clique.
Figure 4 shows the partial GH topology of Cl3 with the addition of 4 nodes, one for each existing clique.
The next node that joins this topology will be the first node in a new clique anchored to the network via
its link to a different clique.

The Extended Gunther-Hartnell topology construction algorithm, shown in Figure 5, allows us to grow
network topologies with an arbitrary number of nodes while maintaining the benefits of the GH topology
for use in a CCN. These topologies suffer from a higher risk of partitioning when n 6= k2+k, but the risk
of partitioning even in these cases is heavily weighted towards the new node. The new clique contains only
one node with a single connection to a separate clique. If the separate clique is removed in accordance
with our threat model, then the new node becomes partitioned from the rest of the network. If a second
node is added to the clique, then the topology is, again, resilient to partitioning and, as the number of
nodes increase, new cliques are created less often.

Other topology constructions, on the same number of nodes and similar number of edges, might become



Algorithm Extended GH topology construction :

Input: Near-optimal covert communications network topology on n− 1 nodes and a new node.
Output: Near-optimal covert communications network topology on n nodes.

Step 1: Calculate k = d(
√
4n+ 1− 1)/2e.

Step 2: If k2 + k < n ≤ k2, then add the new node to the first clique containing k − 1 nodes.
Step 3: If k2 < n < k2 + k, then add the new node to the small clique. If there are only k cliques (n = k2 +1), then

start a new clique
Step 4: Connect the new node to all other nodes within the same clique.
Step 5: Connect the new node to the appropriate node in the appropriate external clique, as follows:

Step 5.1: If the node is the rth node to join clique k and r < k, then the new node connects to node k − 1

in clique k.
Step 5.2: If the node is the rth node to join clique k and r = k, then no new connections are added.

Fig. 5. Extended Clk construction.
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Fig. 6. Routing in a Cl2 topology

disconnected after the removal of fewer closed neighborhoods, but topologies that are more sparse will
require the removal of more closed neighborhoods in order to deplete the network. Based on the priorities
of the organization relying on the CCN, the organization must determine whether it is better to maintain
a topology that remains connected through multiple subversions, or becomes disconnected at some point
in order to provide a greater probability of node survivability.

V. ANONYMITY ROUTING IN GUNTHER-HARTNELL TOPOLOGIES

In a CCN, when a node, v receives a packet, it examines the destination address of an arriving message.
If v is the destination, then the packet is kept. Otherwise, the node determines to which neighbor to route
the packet. Then, it re-encrypts the packet and transmits it to the appropriate neighbor. The routing decision
made by v could be accomplished in a variety of ways.



A. Traditional Routing Approaches
Shortest path routing is a basic approach to routing with several different algorithms that are widely

used. These algorithms are easily adapted for use within a CCN. As the name suggests, the shortest path
routing algorithm attempts to determine how to go from the source node to the destination node in the
fewest hops, the shortest geographic distance, or the fastest path as possible. Two popular shortest path
routing algorithms are the link-state routing algorithm and the distance-vector routing algorithm. These
routing algorithms are well studied and easily ported to a CCN.

In the link-state algorithm, each node talks to all other nodes within the network providing them with
the latency costs from it to its connected neighbors. The node passes a separate entry for each neighbor
consisting of its logical address, the neighbor’s logical address and the latency estimate between the two.
Each node can then use this information to build up and update its routing tables, determining the path
with the lowest latency path to each node based on the accumulated estimates that it receives from all
other nodes. Membership concealment is preserved because, though each node uses network addresses
to communicate with its neighbors in determining latency, the network addresses are not shared. Instead,
the logical addresses are used to communicate the routing table updates.

In the distance-vector algorithm, each node talks only to its connected neighbors providing least-cost
estimates from itself to all other known nodes in the network. Similar to the link-state algorithm, the
distance-vector algorithm communicates the destination of each latency estimate by its logical address.
The distance-vector algorithm has less computational complexity and message overhead since each node
is sharing latency estimates only with its neighbors. However, it suffers from the count-to-infinity problem,
which is the slow recognition of the network to realize when a node becomes unavailable for routing.
There are solutions to the count-to-infinity problem, but it requires additional complexity in the routing
algorithm. On the other hand, the link-state algorithm does not have the count-to-infinity problem, but
does require significantly more traffic to maintain, creating a more detectable signature.

On the other hand, selective flooding could provide routing without maintaining routing tables nor the
need for knowledge of the topology. A node would simply forward a packet to all adjacent nodes, except
the one from which it received the message. This approach, however, would require a mechanism to
prevent messages from being forwarded forever. A time-to-live field could be added to the packet which,
decremented at each intermediate node, would not be forwarded if the count reaches zero.

The benefit to both of these approaches is that they can be implemented independent of the CCN
topology.

B. Deterministic Routing in GH Topologies
In the GH construction, we have a deterministic topology that is a function of the number of nodes

in the network. The benefit of this type of network is that routing is simple since any node can locally
calculate the appropriate neighbor to which to send traffic. The weakness of this approach is that, on its
own, it will not modify its routing due to node failures.

In Gunther-Hartnell topologies, we can reduce the routing to a constant time complexity. This is
accomplished by assigning logical addresses that identify the location of the node within the overlay
topology. Since each logical address is unique, it can also serve as a node identifier for the purposes of
end-to-end routing.

A logical address of a node in a Gunther-Hartnell network consists of a pair of numbers, (x, y) ∈ N2,
where x represents the number of the clique that contains vi, and y represents the node number of vi
within the clique. Figure 6 shows a Gunther-Hartnell graph with three cliques of two nodes each. Node
(2, 1) in this graph is node number one in clique number two. Note that Clique x does not have a node
with number x; that is, there are no nodes with logical address (x, x). Node vi, with the logical address
(x, y), will be neighbors with all other nodes in the same Clique x. Each node in Clique x has the logical
address (x, zj), where zj ∈ N represents the node number of vj within the clique, and zj 6= x. Node vi



Algorithm Address Determination in a GH topology:

Input: Number, n ∈ N of the node (where Node n is the nth node to join the network).
Output: A logical address, (x, y), where x represents the number of the clique that contains vi, and y represents the

node number of vi within the clique.
Step 1: Calculate k = d(

√
4n+ 1− 1)/2e.

Step 2: If n < k2, then x = n mod k; else if n = k2, then x = k; else x = k + 1.
Step 3: If n > k2, then y = n− k2; else y = k + 1.

Fig. 7. Logical Address Conversion.

is also a neighbor to Node vk, where vk has the logical address (y, x), that is node number x in clique
number y.

The algorithm for determining the logical address for a node is shown in Figure 7. This algorithm takes
the number n, assigned as the nth node to join the network, and determines the clique number, x, and
the node number, y.

The maximum number of hops between any two nodes in a GH topology is three (one hop in the
source node’s clique, one hop to the destination node’s clique, and a third hop in the destination node’s
clique). Thus, when node vi receives a message, the destination logical address can be only one of four
cases. Algorithm 8 describes a node’s selection process for the next hop along the route when it receives
a packet to route to the node with address (r, s).

Algorithm GH Routing as described in Figure 8 applies for fully populated GH topologies. For partial
GH topologies, that is, GH topologies with nodes missing, this algorithm fails to work correctly. Node vi
may not be connected to an external clique because Node vk with logical address (y, x) may not exist.
The way GH graphs are constructed and grow allows for a modification of Algorithm GH Routing to
handle partially populated GH graphs as well.

The GH construction adds a new node to each existing clique before starting a new clique. Figure 6
shows a GH topology on three cliques with two nodes each. Then, as shown in Figure 9, a new node is
added to each clique before the forth clique is started. Figure 10 shows the topology after an additional

Algorithm GH Routing :

Input: Current node with address (x, y) and destination node with address (r, s).
Output: Next hop along the shortest route or null to indicate termination.
Step 1: If x 6= r and x 6= s, then destination is in an unrelated clique; return (x, r).
Step 2: If r = y, then destination is in the neighboring clique; return (y, x).
Step 3: If r = x and s 6= y, then the destination is a neighbor; return (x, s).
Step 4: If (x, y) = (r, s) then the destination is reached; return null.

Fig. 8. Routing in a Gunther-Hartnell topology.
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Fig. 9. Routing in a Cl2 + 3 topology

two nodes have joined Clique 4. Thus, if the node with the logical address of (3, 4) needed to route a
message to clique 4, it could not do it directly (as per Algorithm GH Routing) because the node with
address (4, 3) does not exist. Instead, the message needs to be routed to either Clique 1 or Clique 2, since
these are the only cliques that can reach Clique 4 from Clique 3. This can be predicted locally by the
node at (3, 4) and an alternate route can be chosen, either through Clique 1 or Clique 2. This adds, at
most, two more hops to the route.

C. Deadlocks and Circular Routing
One common difficulty in efficient routing in deterministic networks is the need to avoid deadlocks

and circular routing. Deadlocks can occur in the Gunther-Hartnell and Extended Robertson construction
routing algorithms when the neighbor returned by the algorithm has failed. As presented, the algorithms
assume that all nodes within the network are operational. In order to circumvent this problem, additional
algorithmic complexity is needed to identify failed neighbors and advertise to other nodes that the failed
neighbor is unreachable.

Circular routing would only occur in the case where a new node has joined the network but not all
nodes have been notified yet so that they update their internal model. Thus, if Node vi with the updated
view of the network routes to Node vj , but Node vj has not been updated and expects to route through
Node vi then, unless either node recognizes that returned packets, the two nodes will pass the packet
back and forth until Node vj is updated. However, the problem would occur on the border between the
neighboring updated node and the non-updated node. Thus, the update would be passed to vj and then the
packet returned. The update would then proceed the packet and fan out into the network. The misrouted
packet would then be routed according to the new network configuration from its current location to the
destination.

VI. JOINING A CCN
Membership management in a CCN consist of how new nodes join the network and how the network

responds to node departure (or failure). Membership management is very difficult due to the membership
concealment constraints necessary to the system.

Joining a covert communications network (CCN) is risky for the network participants as well as the
new prospective participant. The existing network participants want a discerning way to protect against
adversarial infiltration. A new prospective participant will want to make sure that the CCN it is joining
is legitimate and that he will not be placed at an inordinate risk by the other network participants.

We are interested in a protocol that allows nodes to join the network in a manner that: (1) allows for
distributed construction of a topology with high subversion impedance; (2) protects against unnecessary
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Fig. 10. Routing in a Cl3 − 1 topology

increase in network promiscuity; (3) minimizes the risk of exposure to all participants; (4) does not
generate a large communications signature; and (5) does not rely on the secrecy of either the software or
protocols used. Ideally, we would like an approach that does not require an out-of-band communication
between the current CCN participants and a new prospective participant. However, we are unaware of an
approach that would protect against adversarial infiltration of the CCN without some sort of shared secret
between the new prospect and an existing CCN participant. Therefore, we must assume that some form
of vetting restricts membership to only those that possess the shared secret. During the vetting process,
the recruiter can pass the necessary credentials to the prospective participant that will allow the new node
to join the CCN.

A. First Contact
We consider first contact to be the event in which a current node, vcurr, within the CCN establishes

direct communication with the new node, vnew, that is joining the CCN. The current node is, of course,
the network presence of a participant already connected within the network; while, the new node is the
network presence of the prospective participant. The current node is connected to other nodes within the
CCN and the new node is not connected to the CCN.

B. Current Node Determination
Given the GH construction, each node can: (1) locally calculate the network topology and, (2) determine

the set of current nodes, Vcurr that will establish direct connections to the new node. The set, Vcurr, will
contain all members of the clique that vnew will join. If vnew with logical address, (x, y) from Algorithm 7,
is the first member of its clique, then vcurr must be the node with the logical address, (y, x). Otherwise,
Vcurr = {(s, t)|s = x} ∪ {(y, x)} and vcurr can be arbitrarily chosen in a manner that satisfies the needs
of the group.

C. Direct vs. Indirect First Contact
There are a myriad of ways for establishing first contact. The credentials provided to the new node

may contain the network address for a current member of the network, allowing the new node to directly
connect to the current member. In this approach, assuming that traffic is secured via asymmetric encryption,
the new node requires the public key of the current node provided as part of the provided ”out-of-band”
credentials. The risk associated with this approach is that the network address of the current node is
being provided ”in-the-clear.” If the new node does not follow-up and use the information to establish
the connection, the network promiscuity of the current node is still increased. Thus, the CCN still must
manage the topology as if the current node was connected to the new node. This approach seems to place
an inordinate risk on the current node through the potential for premature exposure.



Another approach for establishing first contact prevents this problem. In this approach, the new node is
provided with a public repository that allows some form of file sharing (e.g. Flickr or Facebook) and half
of an asymmetric key. The new node encrypts its network address using the provided key, and uploads
it to the repository. The current node has the other half of the asymmetric key pair. The current node
periodically checks the repository until it detects the presence of the uploaded information, downloads
the payload, and uses its half of the key pair to decrypt the network address of the new node. Then, the
current node uses that information to establish direct connectivity with the new node.

This approach is not as limiting in that the current node is not at risk of premature exposure, and the
new node assumes an initial level of risk that is on par with other CCN nodes. Once first contact is made
between the current node and the new node, the current node passes its knowledge of the the CCN to
the new node (i.e., the public keys of all known CCN nodes). This should give the new node the number
of network participants, allowing it to calculate with which other current nodes that it needs to establish
connections in accordance with the desired topology construction algorithm (i.e., Vcurr). Then, the new
node can request to establish direct connections with the appropriate nodes.

D. Basic Join Protocol
The following two protocols provide the basic mechanism for a potential participant to join a CCN. The

first protocol focuses on establishing first contact between the potential participant and the CCN, and the
second protocol is to establish additional connections between the new node and the CCN. Both protocols
accomplish their functions in a manner that prevents unnecessary increases in network promiscuity.

E. Protocol A - First Contact
The purpose of the following protocol is to establish first contact between vnew and vcurr. Once complete,

vnew will be connected to the CCN and have vcurr as its only neighbor.
A-1. The new prospect instantiates node, vnew with a network address, Anew, and key pair (Kpub

new, K
pri
new).

A-2. Node vnew has a logical address, Pnew, half of an asymmetric key pair, KA, and the repository
location, Lshare–provided out-of-band.

A-3. The current node vcurr has a logical address, Pcurr, a network address, Acurr, the repository
location, Lshare, and the other half of an asymmetric key pair, K−A, such that, for a message, M ,

KA(K−A(M)) = K−A(KA(M)) = M .

A-4. Node vnew encrypts its logical address and network address, KA(Pnew, Anew, K
pub
new) and uploads

the encrypted data to Lshare.
A-5. Node vcurr periodically checks Lshare, and, when detected, downloads from Lshare

KA(Pnew, Anew, K
pub
new) . (1)

A-6. Node vcurr decrypts K−A(KA(Pnew, Anew, K
pub
new)), adds (Pnew, K

pub
new) to its key table, adds (Pnew, Anew)

to its routing table, and adds Anew to its list of neighbors,

N(vcurr) = {· · · , Anew} .

A-7. Node vcurr sends a connect request, Kpub
new(Pnew, Pcurr, Cr, Acurr, K

pub
curr) to node vnew.

A-8. Node vnew receives and decrypts the connection request from vcurr and, if vcurr is the expected
node in accordance with the desired topology, sends a connection accept to vcurr,

Kpub
curr(Pcurr, Pnew, Ca) ,



adds (Pcurr, K
pub
curr) to its key table, add (Pcurr, Acurr) to its routing table, and adds Acurr to its

list of neighbors,

N(vnew) = {Acurr} .

A-9. Node vcurr receives and decrypts K−A(KA(Pcurr, Pnew, CA)) and exchanges additional channel
information and generates symmetric keys with vnew, as desired.

At the end of Protocol A, nodes vcurr and vnew are connected. We can now proceed to connecting vnew
to additional nodes in the network, according to the topology requirements of the CCN.

F. Protocol B - Increasing Connectivity
Picking up where Protocol A ends, we assume that we have node vcurr connected to node vnew. Node

vnew has no other neighbors within the CCN. The goal of this step is to establish direct connectivity
between vnew and all other nodes, vj , within the CCN with which it is supposed to be neighbors, Vcurr.

B-1. Node vcurr sends a copy of its key table, Tkeys to node vnew in which, for all nodes, vi, in the
CCN,

Tkey = {Pi, K
pub
i } ,

where Pi is the logical address and Kpub
i is the public key of vi.

B-2. Based on the number of participants within the network, |Tkey| and the desired topology, node
vnew generates the set of logical addresses, Pj , corresponding to the set of nodes, vj ∈ Vcurr, to
which it should connect.

B-3. For each node, vj ∈ Vcurr, vnew encrypts and sends a connection request to vj (routed through
vcurr),

Kpublic
j (Pj, Pnew, Cr, Anew, K

public
new ) ,

in the same manner as Step A-7.
B-4. Each node vj receiving a connection request from vnew decrypts the request and determines if it

should be connected to vnew. If so, vj sends a connection accept to vnew and adds vnew to its list
of neighbors in the same manner as in Step A-8, above.

B-5. Node vnew exchanges additional channel information and generates symmetric keys with each
neighbor, vj , as desired.

At this point, the node vnew is a member of the CCN. We will now proceed to analyze the resilience
of the join protocol against a number of attacks.

VII. ATTACKS AGAINST THE BASIC JOIN PROTOCOL

A. Man-in-the-Middle Attacks
Unfortunately, the approach described above is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack when the

current node establishes first contact. Node vcurr could corrupt the process by mimicking the join process
in such a way that the multiple connections established by the new node are, in fact, all with node vcurr.



B. Sybil Attack
The approach above is vulnerable to a limited Sybil attack by vcurr. The current node could create

a fictitious vnew and, thus, gain knowledge of the set of addresses from all other nodes that become
neighbors with vnew, thus undermining the membership concealment of the CCN.

Careful selection of vcurr will mitigate this vulnerability. Selecting vcurr as the oldest node in Vcurr

insures that, arguably, the most trustworthy node is the one selected to establish first contact. In this
approach, a limited set of nodes will act as vcurr relative to the number of nodes within the network. On
the other hand, selecting the newest node as vcurr means that the same node will only act in that capacity
once, thus limiting the rate of infiltration by false nodes.

Use of a recruiter separate from the participant operating vcurr will mitigate the participant’s ability to
add a false node (assuming a trustworthy recruiter), but moves the threat of a Sybil attack to the recruiter.
Groups using a CCN will need to decide where they are most vulnerable and where they would rather
incur risk.

C. Collusion Attack
Assuming that the join protocol was executed without subversion, multiple nodes could collude to

undermine the anonymity of the network by sharing the addresses of their topological neighbors. However,
though individual nodes may gain information about participants, there is no net gain in information
from the colluding nodes. Without loss of generality, we treat colluding nodes as multiple, independent
subversions.

VIII. DISTRIBUTED JOIN PROTOCOL

In order to mitigate attacks from vcurr, we can modify Protocol A in Section VI-E and Protocol B in
Section VI-F so that each node vj (and no others) shares K−A and Lshare. Then, each node vj individually
downloads KA(Pnew, Anew, K

pub
new) from Lshare, decrypts it, and sends vnew a connection request. This

allows each node vj to independently connect to vnew instead of using vcurr as the intermediary.

IX. GENERATING THE SHARED-SECRET

Protocol A and Protocol B started with the nodes vcurr and vnew already in possession of their portion
of the necessary credentials, that is, the shared-secret was already generated and shared. The following
two protocols assume the existence of a recruiter node, vR, providing the communication transfer point
between the network and the out-of-band channel.

A. Protocol C - Single Node Shared-Secret Generation
The following describes the protocol for the recruiter node, vR, to request the credentials from vcurr

that will be sent out-of-band to the new prospect.
C-1. Node vcurr generates:

• the logical address for the new node, Pnew;
• the asymmetric key pair, (KA, K−A); and
• the repository location, Lshare.

C-2. The recruiter node, vR, sends a shared-secret request, SR, to vcurr as

Kpub
curr(Pcurr, PR, SR) .

C-3. Node vcurr encrypts and sends the response, SD, to vR, as

Kpub
R (PR, Pcurr, SD, Pnew, K

A, Lshare) .

C-4. Node vR receives and decrypts Pnew, KA and Lshare.



C-5. The recruiter passes Pnew, KA and Lshare out-of-band to the prospect.
At the end of this protocol, the recruiter possesses the credentials that he will pass to the new prospect

via the out-of-band channel. Once the new prospect has the credentials, then Protocol A can be followed.

B. Protocol D - Distributed Shared-Secret Generation
The distributed join protocol described in Section VIII requires a distributed protocol for generating

the shared-secret. The following describes the agreement protocol between the elements in Vcurr and vR
on the set of credentials to be communicated to vnew.

D-1. Let V bet the set of connected nodes in the CCN, and let vnew be the unconnected new node
that will join the network. Let Vcurr = {vj ∈ V } ⊆ V be the set nodes that will connect to vnew.
Finally, let vcurr ∈ Vcurr be an agreed upon node in Vcurr.

D-2. Node vcurr generates:
• the logical address for the new node, Pnew;
• the asymmetric key pair, (KA, K−A); and
• the repository location, Lshare.

D-3. The recruiter node, vR, requests Pnew, KA and Lshare from vcurr with SR.
D-4. Node vcurr encrypts and sends to all other vj ∈ Vcurr,

Kpub
j (Pj, Pcurr, SD, Pnew, K

A, Lshare) .

D-5. Node vcurr encrypts and sends to vR, the response

Kpub
R (PR, Pcurr, SD, Pnew, K

A, Lshare) .

D-6. Node vR receives and decrypts Pnew, KA and Lshare.
D-7. Node vR encrypts and sends to all vj ∈ Vcurr,

Kpub
j (Pj, PR, SD, Pnew, K

A, Lshare) .

D-8. Each node vj ∈ Vcurr receives, decrypts, and compares the results they received from vcurr and vR.
If the results match, they each respond SD. Otherwise, to both vR and all other vj , they respond
with an error flag, ER.

D-9. The recruiter passes Pnew, KA and Lshare out-of-band to the prospect.
At the end of this protocol, all members vj ∈ Vcurr possess the needed credentials to independently

check the repository for the arrival of vnew and the recruiter possesses the credentials that he will pass
to the new prospect via the out-of-band channel. Once the new prospect has the credentials, then the
distributed join protocol can be followed.

X. ATTACKS AGAINST THE DISTRIBUTED JOIN PROTOCOL

The distributed join protocol protects against the attacks described earlier by forcing distributed checks
and balances between nodes. The network does become more vulnerable to many of these same attacks
by the recruiter vR, but now the problem is one of robust out-of-band vetting of the recruiter. Appropriate
vetting is then controlled by policy to address the needs of the CCN.



A. Dealing with Node Departure or Node Failure
Given the need to restrict network promiscuity and protect membership concealment, traditional ap-

proaches to network healing are not allowed. Thus, stopped or failed nodes need to rejoin the network in
the same location within the topology. For low-latency requirements, sufficient nodes need to be active
to maintain a connected topology with low network distance between the communicating nodes. Thus,
failed nodes would need to quickly reset and rejoin the network. Of course, if the CCN is restricted to
high-latency communication, then it is delay-tolerant. In a delay-tolerant CCN, nodes have much more
flexibility in how long they can be dormant.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

As network communication becomes more and more ubiquitous, applications need to keep pace that
will protect both the communication and the communicators. In this paper, we have presented an imple-
mentation for covert communication networks using Gunther-Hartnell clique topologies.

Gunther-Hartnell topologies offer an internal structure that provide high resiliency against the removal
of closed neighborhoods and they facilitate efficient routing. We demonstrated an addressing scheme and
routing algorithm that provide for local routing decisions even when the GH topology is not complete,
that is, some nodes are missing.

Given the need to preserve membership concealment and limit network promiscuity, membership
management is especially difficult in a covert communication network. As such, we described a set
of algorithms for joining a covert communication network. These algorithms protect against unnecessary
exposure of network addresses while allowing new nodes to increase their connectivity for resilience. While
no known protocol is known that will eliminate the risk of all participants, the protocols examined attempt
to minimize the exposure of the participants to a powerful adversary. Through proper vetting of prospective
participants, distributed checks and balances between nodes, and minimizing network promiscuity, groups
can protect both themselves and their communication.

Finally, we briefly discussed approaches for dealing with node departure and described approaches to
healing damage to the topology to restrict network promiscuity and protect membership concealment.

In the future, we will build on this work by identifying other topologies that might be suitable for
use in CCNs. We will examine the associated addressing schemes, routing algorithms, and membership
management protocols necessary for these topologies. We also plan on a deeper exploration of the
algorithms needed in a delay-tolerant network on these types of topologies.
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